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Arlington, then and now
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Arlington portion of 

Alexandria County, 

1900

21st Century



43%
of County covered 
by impervious 
surfaces

50% 
by 2050?

??
by 2100?

Impervious Surfaces

Intensifying already existing 
stormwater impacts 
-Water quality
-Runoff
-Flooding
-Stream erosion

Stormwater regulations 
do not address all 
surfaces or all impacts

2020



What we know today
Heavy rainfall is increasing

Higher temperatures 
increase evaporation and 
humidity, which drive storm 
intensity

More intense rainfall
Fewer rainfall events

Observed change in total annual precipitation falling in the 
heaviest 1% of events
2018 National Climate Assessment
https://nca2018.globalchange.gov/chapter/2/

Rainfall Further 
increases by 

20% or more
projected in 
our region by 
2100



1930s through 1960s: 

Rapid Development

Significant portion of 

original stream network 

was covered, piped, and 

built upon
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*Note lack of natural streams

Flooding



These are the same 

areas with today’s 

most acute ‘interior 

flooding’ challenges 
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Flooding FLOOD CALLS HEAT MAP



When these 

overflows occur, 

there is no 

‘overland relief’ to 

safely convey the 

floodwaters

INUNDATION FROM 

INTERIOR FLOODINGFlooding

July 8, 2019

100 to 500+ year rainfall
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Streams, Water Quality, and 
Regulatory Compliance

• Accelerating erosion 

threatens infrastructure, 

public safety, trees, and 

water quality

• Growing chemical and 

biological Impairments (e.g., 

salt, aquatic ecology)

• Bay TMDL
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Sea Level Rise

Wastewater 
treatment plant Airport

High use trails on 
both sides of stream



Development 
regulations

Flood resilient design

Climate-ready green 
infrastructure

Blended capacity 
projects

Floodplain management

Resilient streams

‘Lot to River’ 
Stormwater Resiliency

Distributed and reinforcing 
strategies at multiple scales

Adaptability and reliability 
to respond to stress and 
manage risk



Program designed for a range of storms and 
associated risks, vulnerabilities, and consequences

System-scale 
flooding and 
stream erosion

Runoff and 
water quality 
impacts
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https://www.arlingtonva.us/flooding/

https://www.arlingtonva.us/flooding/
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CDC Social 
Vulnerability Index
2018
By Census Tract



• Resiliency focus

• Moving beyond nutrient accounting to triple bottom 

line thinking

• Connecting MS4, Bay, and floodplain programs

• ‘One Water’ mindset:  quality vs quantity is a false 

choice in the long run

• Accounting for equity in investment decisions

What will people sitting in our chairs a generation or 

two from now thank us for doing?
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Looking ahead…


